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These two sentences made Chen Yanran’s expression more ugly, and she stared at
the maid bitterly. If it weren’t for her troubles, how could George Han appear, and
how could she be laughed at by these two old things.

“This is the younger generation’s own business, don’t bother the two elders to
worry about it.” Chen Yanran said.

“I have seen the power of the four-lamp master. Are you still going to die?” One of
the clan chiefs said to George Han, he didn’t even want to look at this kind of
waste.

George Han shook his head at this moment, making a tut.

“Boy, what are you doing?” The four-deng master felt that George Han’s
performance was directed at him, and he was angry.

“It’s just a pity that there is a rock as strong as steel in my Chen family. There was
a master who cleaved it with his bare hands. In my opinion, that is the real master.
You just smashed the wooden table. Amazing.” George Han said.

The Master of Four Lights looked at George Han mockingly, and said, “There can
be no such person in Longyun City. If you want to say these things to scare me,
you would underestimate me.”

“Scare you?” George Han shook his head and said: “What I said is true. If you
don’t believe me, you will know when you ask my lady, she also saw it with your
own eyes.”



These words not only changed the face of the four-lamp master, but also the two
family heads. If the Chen family really had such a powerful role, they were just
looking for death with a four-lamp master.

It’s no wonder that Chen Yanran has always been very calm. Could it be that she
has really invited someone more powerful than the Four Lights Realm?

Chen Yanran was puzzled inside and didn’t understand why George Han said that,
but at this time, she could only cooperate with George Han.

“This is true.” Chen Yanran said.

“If the master doesn’t believe it, just follow me to see it.” George Han suggested.

The Four-Deng Master looked at the two family heads. Although the two of them
doubted this, it would be best if they could prove it. If there really were such
masters in the Chen family, they would have to find other ways to suppress Chen
Yanran.

“Go and see.”

After the four-lamp master nodded, he said to George Han: “Lead the way.”

“Please come with me.” George Han smiled and winked at Chen Yanran before
leaving.

But Chen Yanran obviously didn’t understand what George Han meant, or what
kind of medicine he sold in the gourd.

After the two left, the two heads of the clan seemed a little uncomfortable. If things
were true, their previous plans would be completely frustrated. If they want to ruin
the Chen family, they must take a long-term view.



George Han led the Four Lights Master to the backyard where there was no one,
when he stopped. The four-lamp master asked: “I don’t know where your so-called
steel-like stone is?”

“Master of Four Lights, I’m thinking about one thing.” George Han said.

“What’s the matter?” The Four Lights Master asked puzzledly.

“You can stick to a few tricks in my hands.” George Han laughed.

The Master of Four Lights seemed to have heard a joke, this trash, dare to say such
arrogant words, I am not afraid to laugh off the big teeth of others.

“Boy, you really don’t know how to write dead words, do you think this is the
Chen family, do I dare not kill you?” said the four-lamp master.

George Han’s face was sullen, and he shot instantly.

“You are honored, this is the first person I have killed since I came to Xuanyuan
World.”

To the fist.

With a muffled sound, George Han punched the four-deng master’s chest.

The four-deng master’s eyes widened in an instant, and he could clearly feel his
heart shattering in an instant, and his blood qi surged in his body.

But for a moment. The four-lamp master Qikong bleeds, and there is no chance to
resist in front of George Han.

“you……”



George Han shook his head and said, “Your strength is just stronger than the
Apocalypse Earth rank. But thanks to you, I have some understanding of the ranks
of Xuanyuan World.”

The Four Lights master did not stare at him. He never dreamed that the trash in
front of him had such a terrifying strength, and the Four Lights realm was in front
of him. Just like an ant.

George the body into the pond, clapped his hands, and walked towards the front
hall as if nothing had happened.

Seeing George Han coming back alone, but the four-lamp master was nowhere to
be seen, the two clan heads immediately stood up.

“People. Why are you only back.”

“Four lights master, where did you take him.”

“Don’t worry about the two family chiefs, he is a master of four lights, what can I
do with him, but when he saw the stone, he left in a hurry, saying that he had
something to do and it was inconvenient to stay for a long time and when he left ,
His face was pale.” George Han explained to the two of them.

When the two family heads heard these words, their expressions changed greatly.

The important thing is, this is obviously just an excuse, the master of the Four
Lights Realm. But they spent a lot of money to find him, he will leave suddenly, I
am afraid there is only one reason. The stone made him timid, so he had to leave.

After gritting his teeth, one of the family chiefs said to Chen Yanran: “Miss Chen. I
didn’t expect that there are such masters in the Chen family, which is really
unexpected.”



Chen Yanran’s expression remained unchanged, and said, “Didn’t the two also
invite the masters of the Four Lights Realm. Don’t I allow the Chen family to
deploy secretly?”

“Miss Chen, I still have important things to do, so I will leave first.”

Seeing that the two could not wait to leave, George Han smiled and asked to stay:
“Don’t you two sit down? I’ll serve them tea, good tea.”

Before they finished speaking, the two had already left the front hall. When they
left, there was wind at their feet, and they almost started running. This made
George Han couldn’t help laughing.

At this time, Chen Yanran walked to George Han. She knew very well that there
was no stone cleaved by a master in Chen’s courtyard, and it was impossible for
the master of the Four Lights realm to leave for this reason.

“How did you do it?” Chen Yanran asked George Han.

“I want to give him money, do you believe it?” George Han said.

“Are you rich?” Chen Yanran asked.

“It seems that this matter is really difficult to explain, but if I don’t say it, you can’t
help it.” George Han said, as long as he wants to make up a complete story, it is
absolutely fine, but George Han In the face of Chen Yanran, the beauty is a beauty
without this patience, but it is a pity that George Han is not moved.

“This is my Chen family. What you have done must be explained clearly to me.”
Chen Yanran gritted her teeth and said.

“Oh.” George Han nodded calmly and said, “I killed him.”



Looking at the back of George Han leaving, Chen Yanran’s eyes were angry, this
guy dare not put her in his eyes.

“Miss, did he really kill the four-lamp master?” The maid walked to the side and
said with a look of disbelief.

“He?” Chen Yanran laughed disdainfully, and said: “How can this trash kill a
master in the Four Lights Realm.”
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The maid frowned and wanted to kill the Four Lights Realm master with George
Han’s strength. It is indeed impossible, but the bizarre departure of the Four Lights
Realm master really makes people wonder what happened. Can’t help being
curious and want to find out.

“Miss, do you need to find out what’s going on?” the maid asked.

“Look at whether the family lacks money.” Chen Yanran said. The reason why the
four-light realm master was willing to help those two families was because of his
interests, so in Chen Yanran’s view, if George Han was able to let him leave, he
must have also given a high price. Although the Four Lights Realm masters are
powerful, it is reasonable to love money.

After the two clan heads left the Chen family. They didn’t separate, but looked for
a quiet place and discussed how to deal with the Chen family next.

“Patriarch Wang, I didn’t expect Chen Yanran to be able to find a better person.
This variable broke our overall plan, what should we do next?” Patriarch Xie
asked.

The king’s face was solemn. This variable was indeed unexpected. They thought
that a master of the Four Lights Realm was enough to suppress the Chen family,



but now even the masters of the Four Lights Realm have been scared away,
indicating that the Chen family has at least A master of the Five Lights realm
exists, and in a mere Longyun City, he can even invite a master of the Five Lights
realm, which almost represents the peak of the strength of this city.

“Hey.” Patriarch Wang sighed and said: “I really didn’t expect Chen Yanran to
have this kind of ability. This woman is indeed not to be underestimated.”

Patriarch Xie nodded in agreement and said: “Indeed, the Chen family has such a
master, and it is difficult for our two families to do things, Chen Yanran hides so
deeply.”

“The whole thing needs to be discussed in the long term, and we must not take it
lightly to avoid stealing the chicken and losing the rice. It is better to go back first
and see if there is a chance to find someone more powerful.” Family Master Wang
said.

“By the way, there is also George Han, do we want to find a way to deal with this
waste, it was in the lobby before, this waste did not put us in our eyes.” Patriarch
Xie said.

Hearing these words, Patriarch Wang snorted coldly and said: “This waste can be
handed over to Huang Xiaoyong. Huang Xiaoyong can’t wait to cramp him.”

“That…” Patriarch Xie whispered: “The Chen family has a master, do you want to
tell Huang Xiaoyong?”

The king’s family master smiled and said: “Of course not. There is still the Chen
family as the lord of the city. We have to take it together. If we can let them fight to
the death, we will benefit from the fisherman’s profit. It is naturally better.”

The two old and cunning foxes looked at each other and smiled, everything was
silent.



City Lord’s Mansion.

There were frequent crying of pain in the backyard, and Huang Xiaoyong used the
servants in the mansion as a target in order to vent his resentment. Those who fell
on the ground were all injured people, but Huang Xiaoyong didn’t care.

As the son of the city lord, Huang Xiaoyong has always acted arbitrarily since he
was a child, and he doesn’t need to consider the feelings of others, and even if he
kills someone, his father will handle the follow-up and will not let Huang
Xiaoyong suffer any responsibility.

Longyun City is a city on the edge of the imperial court. The sky is high and the
emperor is far away. The senior officials of the imperial court have no idea what
the Huang family did in Long Basin City. This also caused Huang Xiaoyong’s
father to dominate like the earth emperor.

“Master, Master, the Xie family sent someone to send the news.” A subordinate
walked carefully to Huang Xiaoyong. Since Chen Yanran got married, Huang
Xiaoyong’s temper has become more and more grumpy, even if he has been with
Huang Xiaoyong for ten years. Confidant. Did not dare to disturb Huang Xiaoyong
easily.

“What’s the news?” Huang Xiaoyong’s muscles are like a copper building, like
those big guys in the earth gym, but the difference is that Huang Xiaoyong’s
muscles are real. And the big guys in the Earth Gym mostly eat protein powder.

“Xie’s family went to Chen’s house and saw Chen Yanran’s husband.” The servant
said.

Husband!



These two words let Huang Xiaoyong be exposed in an instant, kicking the
subordinates with one foot, and roaring: “Chen Yanran’s husband can only be me.
Who are you talking about?”

The next man was holding his belly, with a painful look on his face, knowing that
he had said something wrong. Kneeling on the ground, he kept kowtow and said:
“Master, I am wrong, I am wrong.”

Huang Xiaoyong stepped forward, looked at the next person condescendingly, and
said, “Go on with the news.”

The subordinate trembled with fright, and continued: “The person from the Xie
family said. That person is George Han. He is a veritable rubbish. Compared to
you, it is like an ant meeting an elephant. With your strength, it is easy to get rid of
him. “

“George Han?” Huang Xiaoyong’s eyes burned with anger. He had long wanted to
smash this person into pieces, but this person is now hiding at home and dare not
show up, making Huang Xiaoyong impossible to take advantage of.

He hoped to be able to directly enter the Chen family, but he was afraid that Chen
Yanran would be upset.

Although Huang Xiaoyong was reckless and brave, he was very cautious in dealing
with Chen Yanran. After all, he was the woman he liked. He didn’t want to do
anything that would make Chen Yanran disgusted.

In Huang Xiaoyong’s heart, he has always believed that one day Chen Yanran will
recognize reality and know who is her true son, the entire Longyun City. Except for
him, no one can be worthy of Chen Yanran.

“Give me the Chen family. Once George Han leaves, let me know as soon as
possible.” Huang Xiaoyong said.



“Yes.” The servant clutched his belly. Rolling and crawling ran away.

Chen Family Courtyard.

After George Han killed the master of the Four Lights Realm, the corpse was
sinking into the bottom of the pond. This matter would not be noticed in a short
time, because no one thought he was qualified to kill the master of the Four Lights
realm.

George Han at this time. There is one thing in my mind that is very puzzled.

Thinking that when he first went to the Forbidden Land of Apocalypse, the feeling
that the empty tunnel gave him at that time made him feel that he was involved in
Xuanyuan World, and he also felt that way the second time.

Originally, George Han thought that after coming to Xuanyuan World. This kind of
pulling feeling will be stronger, but now he can’t perceive anything, which makes
him a little puzzled, why can’t feel anything that can be felt in the forbidden area
when in Xuanyuan world.

“Could it be that what gives me a sense of traction is only the space-time tunnel,
not the Xuanyuan world?” George Han frowned and said to himself.

After thinking about it for a long time, George Han couldn’t figure out what was
going on, so he simply left the matter behind for the time being.

Opening the window, looking at the Chen Family Courtyard outside the window,
the environment of Xuanyuan World is definitely a paradise, and it is a place where
people can truly enjoy life. Whenever he sees these beautiful surroundings, George
Han can bear it. Can’t help but want to bring Amelia Su and Han Nian here to live.
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“Miss, the finance has been checked, and there are no valuables missing.”

In Chen Yanran’s room, the maid reported on her investigation, not to mention the
loss of valuables, even small items that were not worth much.

“It seems that my new husband-in-law is still a hidden rich man.” Chen Yanran
smiled.

“But he was in Weijuju before, can’t he even pay for tea?” The maid asked in
doubt.

Chen Yanran smiled faintly. He said: “He deliberately did not reveal his financial
resources. He must have a certain purpose. We know nothing about who he is and
where he comes from. Maybe there is a big family behind him, but he doesn’t
know why. The family is just kicked out.”

The reason why Chen Yanran made such a guess. It was because she would never
think that George Han had conquered the Four Lights Realm with his strength, and
she would not believe that George Han said he killed the Four Lights master.

In Longyun City, a small city, how can there be masters above the Four Lights
Realm? And he is still a character who looks like a little white face.

“Miss. You mean, he is the abandoned son of a big family?” The maid asked in
surprise.

Chen Yanran nodded and said, “It’s not impossible. Maybe he just pretended that
he didn’t remember anything.”

Chen Yanran is very smart, but it is precisely because of her cleverness that she has
so many fantasies. She is accustomed to thinking about everything very
complicated and thoroughly analyzing, but the more she is like this, the more it
will make her go astray.



“Miss, in that case, would you still kill him?” The maid curiously asked. If George
Han is just a trash, kill it when he kills it, it doesn’t matter, but if George Han really
has other identities, this matter Need to reconsider.

Chen Yanran was also thinking about this question. She thought that George Han
was a humble waste, and such a person died when he died, but now. If there is a
big family behind him, then his life becomes more valuable.

Chen Yanran even thought that if she could control George Han in her own hands,
it would definitely help her in the future.

“I will force him to tell the truth. If he is really valuable, I will barely keep him
alive.” Chen Yanran said.

The planned hunting conference will not change, but it has changed from a murder
plan to an inquiring about the truth. As for whether George Han will die in the end,
it depends on whether the truth can satisfy Chen Yanran.

In Chen Yanran’s eyes, George Han’s life was nothing more than her playing with
her. If she wanted George Han to live, he couldn’t die, and if she wanted George
Han to die, he would have no way to live.

“Miss wise.”

These days, George Han is a little tired of staying at home. Although the Chen
family’s yard is big enough, the feeling of being trapped in a cage makes him feel
that he has lost his freedom. This kind of life is not what George Han likes. .

And if he stays in the Chen Family Courtyard. There is no way to investigate Jiang
Yingying’s whereabouts.



“It seems that I have to meet Huang Xiaoyong. It’s not an option to keep hiding
like this.” George Han said helplessly. He didn’t want to be high-profile, but the
situation was pressing and he had no choice.

As she walked to the gate of the yard, the maid did not know where she came from
and stood in front of George Han.

“Don’t you know that there are outsiders from Huang Xiaoyong? My reminder,
you forgot?” The maid looked at George Han with a cold face. Although George
Han was the husband of Chen Yanran in name, he was in the Chen family. The
status of the hospital is actually inferior to ordinary subordinates.

Even if it’s just some nursing homes, they dare to make irresponsible remarks to
George Han, and they can not put George Han in their eyes, let alone Chen
Yanran’s personal servant girl.

“I just went out for a walk.” George Han said.

“Go?” The maid looked at George Han mockingly. Said: “Do you think that if you
go out, do you have a life to come back? Huang Xiaoyong will kill you.”

“It shouldn’t be so serious, although his city lord’s son. But he is not qualified to
kill people.” George Han said.

The maid shook her head helplessly. In her eyes, George Han looked like an idiot.
Huang Xiaoyong did not have the right to kill someone, but he was not stupid.
How could he kill people in the public? As long as it is not known, who would care
about George Han’s death.

“Don’t be afraid to tell you the truth. Even if a trash like you is dead, no one will
care. As long as Huang Xiaoyong doesn’t act aggressively on the street, he can be
safe and sound.” The maid said.



George Han smiled faintly, what a familiar feeling, being called out by others, just
like Basin City back then.

When George Han first entered Zuosu’s house, he was treated like this. At that
time, he had just been kicked out of the Han family, so no matter how hard he
bears the humiliation, it is a trivial matter for George Han. Now, his temperament
has been tempered, even if he is still called waste now, George Han didn’t care
either.

Only when the real waste is scolded by someone, will he become angry.

And George Han, he has the strength and can shut up these people at any time, so
naturally he doesn’t care about this name.

“Try it and see if I can come back alive.” George Han finished speaking and
continued to walk towards the door.

The maid frowned, how could this waste not even be afraid of death, she had the
courage to face Huang Xiaoyong.

“I would advise you again. Huang Xiaoyong’s methods are extremely fierce. If you
really go out. It is impossible to come back alive. Think about it.” The maid said.

George Han and the maid passed by, and did not care about her words, the
four-light realm master of Longyun City was already a strong and invincible
existence. And the Four Lights Realm is just a little bit stronger than the
Apocalypse, so how could George Han be afraid?

“Thank you for your reminder.” After George Han said this, he walked out the door
without hesitation.



The maid gritted her teeth and said: “Trash thing. I kindly remind you that you are
not obedient. When you are facing death, I see if you still have this kind of
courage.”

After saying this, the maid hurried to Chen Yanran’s room. George Han Li Kai
Chen’s compound, she must notify Chen Yanran of this matter as soon as possible.

Chen Yanran was bathing and changing clothes, and her skin was better than
Baixue. For a man, this was definitely a great temptation. Even if the maid looked
at it, her heartbeat speeded up.

“Miss, George Han has left the Chen family compound.” The maid said.

Chen Yanran in the yellow bucket said with a calm expression, “Good thing.”

“Good thing?” The maid frowned in confusion. Huang Xiaoyong’s people were
waiting outside the Chen family compound waiting for George Han. George Han
must go out to die. How could it be a good thing?

“Of course it is a good thing. If he is really an abandoned son of a big family, he
will definitely expose his true identity in front of Huang Xiaoyong to survive, so I
won’t be too lazy to do it myself.” Chen Yanran explained.

The maid suddenly realized, and said: “Miss is really brilliant.”
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Immediately after leaving the Chen family compound, George Han noticed that at
least a dozen people were following him. It seemed that Huang Xiaoyong really
hated him and wasted so many manpower on him.

But considering Huang Xiaoyong’s identity, as the son of the city lord, it is not a
big deal for him to mobilize a dozen people.



George Han wandered on the street deliberately, except for those people secretly
following. He didn’t dare to stop him face to face, and seemed to be a little jealous
of the people, and he didn’t dare to act too aggressively.

After realizing this, George Han deliberately walked towards the city gate.

“Master, that waste went to the gate of the city, and it looked like he was going out
of the city.” The servant informed Huang Xiaoyong of the news as soon as
possible.

Huang Xiaoyong was stunned for a moment, and said in a puzzled way: “This guy
is going out of the city, doesn’t he know that I want to deal with him?”

“Young master. Maybe he is stupid, but he is not a clever person,” the servant said.

Huang Xiaoyong sneered coldly and said, “This gives me a chance. In this case, he
won’t even want to come back alive. Let’s go, I have to see for myself what this
rubbish is like, Chen Yanran is willing to marry him.”

Is George Han stupid?

Of course not. His scheming method is not comparable to that of ordinary people.
The reason for doing this is to deliberately give Huang Xiaoyong a chance. This
trouble is impossible for George Han to eliminate for no reason, so the only
solution is to face.

And George Han also has his own thoughts. Since Huang Xiaoyong is the son of
the city lord, if he can be used as a pawn, then in the future Longyun City, George
Han will be able to dominate, and Huang Xiaoyong will secretly help, thinking It is
even easier to find Jiang Yingying.

Of course, the premise is that Jiang Yingying must be in Longyun City.



Whenever he thinks of this problem, George Han is worried. It doesn’t matter that
he has been in a coma for so long. But Jiang Yingying is a girl, and once she is
taken home by someone with wrong intentions, the consequences can be very
serious.

Walking out of the city, George Han deliberately left the pipeline and headed
towards the wilderness. There were no people here, so Huang Xiaoyong could
show up without fear.

But after nearly half an hour of walking, Huang Xiaoyong has been slow to show
up. George Han has lost his patience and simply stopped and said loudly: “I have
given you a chance. You have not shown up yet, what are you waiting for? “

As soon as the voice fell, the people hiding in the dark appeared. Huang Xiaoyong
stood at the head of the crowd. Judging from his size, he was almost the same as Qi
Hu, and his figure alone could scare many people.

“Are you George Han?” Huang Xiaoyong asked.

“Asked knowingly.” George Han said lightly.

Huang Xiaoyong snorted coldly and said, “You are quite arrogant, do you know
where you are now?”

“Of course I know, I have surrounded you.” George Han said with a smile.

Surrounded?

This sentence surprised Huang Xiaoyong. Quickly looked around.

No wonder this guy would go out of town, and also deliberately walk in such a
remote place, it turned out that he had been prepared.



“Don’t get me wrong, I mean, I surrounded you all by myself, and there is no other
helper.” George Han looked at Huang Xiaoyong’s nervous look and couldn’t help
but want to laugh. How could this city lord’s son feel like an idiot? .

Huang Xiaoyong was stunned for a moment, then burst out laughing.

“You alone, surrounded us, George Han, you are a fool.” Huang Xiaoyong said
with a mockery.

“Why, do you think it is not enough?” George Han asked.

“Hahahahaha.” Huang Xiaoyong laughed loudly, and even his team couldn’t help
laughing.

In their opinion, George Han’s remarks are really idiots, how can one person
surround more than ten people. Is this a joke?

“I’m so ridiculous, I’m so ridiculous, George Han, I didn’t expect you to be such
an idiot.” Huang Xiaoyong said.

George Han shrugged. With an indifferent look, he said: “Huang Xiaoyong, Chen
Yanran and I are just a couple in name. Even the whole thing is inexplicable to me.
We should not become enemies.”

“I know that Chen Yanran is just using you as a shield. How could she let you
touch her, but even so. You have to die. I want Chen Yanran to know that only I,
Huang Xiaoyong, are qualified to marry her.” Huang Xiaoyong said.

“It seems that there is no room for negotiation on this matter?” George Han asked.

“You must die.” Huang Xiaoyong gritted his teeth and said.



George Han sighed. It seems unlikely that he would want to solve this matter by
other means. In that case, Huang Xiaoyong can only see how he surrounded these
more than a dozen people alone.

“When you regret later. Remember to speak earlier, otherwise I’m afraid you won’t
even have the opportunity to speak.” George Han said.

“Hehe, you can really laugh, my team are all masters of the Second Light Realm,
you should think about how you should die.” Huang Xiaoyong waved his hand,
and the team approached George Han.

Can Erdengjing also be called a master?

Their strength is at most the Xuanzi level. George Han wants to put them in his
eyes, and they have no such qualifications.

“Let you see, what is a master.” The corners of George Han’s mouth rose slightly,
and before those people approached, he took the initiative to attack.

In Huang Xiaoyong’s view, George Han’s kind of waste is hard to fly, and there are
so many Second Light Realm masters in Longyun City. Only the City Lord’s
Mansion, and the current City Lord is also qualified for this reason to tear his face
with the three major families and not be at their mercy. Get rid of your own puppet
body.

In Xuanyuan World, strength determines status, but status cannot be synonymous
with strength, so even the top officials of the imperial court met with real masters.
You have to be in awe, just like apocalypse, this is a place where strength is
respected.

George Han went deep into the encirclement of more than a dozen people, making
every shot. Then there will be an opponent being bombarded. The so-called Second



Light Realm powerhouse is in the hands of George Han, and only one move can
make the opponent lose combat effectiveness.

Seeing his own people fall down one by one, Huang Xiaoyong’s eyes widened, and
his chin almost fell to the ground.

“Master, this…this guy is so strong, he can’t let down the wind in the face of more
than a dozen second-light realm masters!” The subordinate said to Huang
Xiaoyong with a look of astonishment.

Huang Xiaoyong was speechless. The reason why he dared to be so arrogant was
due to the masters of the Second Light Realm around him. But now, these masters
are like papers in front of George Han, and they can’t show the slightest combat
power. .

“How is it possible? How is it possible!” Huang Xiaoyong couldn’t believe it, but
the facts were unfolding before him.

Soon, everyone fell, and George Han vigorously confirmed his previous words of
encirclement.

“Do you regret it?”
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After hearing what George Han said, Huang Xiaoyong suddenly woke up from
shock, and the men beside him were already sitting on the ground with limp legs in
fright.

“You…you, who are you!” Huang Xiaoyong stepped back subconsciously when he
saw George Han walking towards him.



In Huang Xiaoyong’s view, George Han left the Chen family mansion and walked
into the outer suburbs. He must be a dead end. He even thought George Han was
stupid before, but now he finally understands why George Han did this. This waste
that many people think is not a waste at all. It can be solved in such a short time.
Many second-lamp realm masters, his strength is at least in the four-lamp realm!

Four lights!

Such a realm of the strong. In Longyun City, there are already rare existences. To
put it in exaggeration, he is the number one expert in Longyun City.

“Me? My name is George Han, Chen Yanran’s husband. How could you forget so
quickly.” George Han said with a smile.

Huang Xiaoyong swallowed his throat. Of course he knew what the identity of the
person standing in front of him was, but what he asked was not something
everyone knew, but the identity that George Han had hidden.

“You are so good, why should you marry Chen Yanran, why should you stay in
Longyun City?” Huang Xiaoyong asked curiously.

“Want to know?” George Han asked.

Huang Xiaoyong nodded like pounding garlic.

“If you want to know, I can tell you, but other people…” George Han deliberately
said halfway and left suspense.

Huang Xiaoyong was stunned for a moment, and quickly understood what George
Han meant, but he was unwilling to do so. After all, with these masters of the
Second Light Realm, the City Lord’s Mansion was able to compete against the
three major families. If all these people died Now, the City Lord’s Mansion will
lose the power to fight them.



“If you are willing to be obedient, I can accept you as a disciple.” George Han saw
that Huang Xiaoyong was still hesitating and continued.

Accept disciples!

Huang Xiaoyong’s eyes lit up. He guessed that George Han had at least the
strength of the Four Light Realm, or even higher, if he could worship such a master
as his teacher. It was a golden opportunity for him.

After all, the subordinates have the strength, how can they be better than becoming
stronger.

“Yes.” Huang Xiaoyong made up his mind immediately.

Since the people in the Second Light Realm had been seriously injured, even if
Huang Xiaoyong made the move, they would have no resistance.

George Han faced everything with his back, only to hear a continuous wailing.

Huang Xiaoyong knew that George Han was worried about his identity being
exposed, so he didn’t let it go even if it was his next person.

After finishing all this, Huang Xiaoyong walked behind George Han respectfully
and bowed his head slightly.

Although he hated George Han very much before, because George Han took away
his beloved woman, but now, compared with women, becoming stronger is
obviously more attractive than the former.

Although Huang Xiaoyong has a simple mind and well-developed limbs, he still
understands the simple truth. If he can become stronger, how many beautiful
women will there be in the future?



“You don’t need to know what I am. As for my realm, I’m afraid it will scare you
to death. So I won’t tell you what happened today, including your father, if you
dare to disclose it. Half a sentence, I will stain the entire City Lord’s Mansion with
blood.” George Han said lightly.

Huang Xiaoyong nodded with a firm expression on his face. He was convinced that
George Han’s words were nothing but the City Lord’s Mansion. For such a master,
what counts?

“Master, in accordance with the rules of apprenticeship, I need to serve you tea.”
Huang Xiaoyong said.

“These conventional rules are unnecessary.” George Han turned around, took out a
red fruit, and said, “Eat it.”

“Master, what is this?” Huang Xiaoyong asked with a puzzled look.

George Han didn’t know what the fruit was, but he knew a little bit. After eating
this thing, he can quickly increase his strength.

In fact, this thing is also found in Xuanyuan World, but people who have seen it are
extremely rare because of the environment in which this fruit grows. It takes at
least a strong person above the Seven Lights Realm to dare to go, and it may not be
possible to find it.

It has a very strange name, called Shengli, and there is a legend in Xuanyuan
World. Most of the most powerful masters can reach that level after eating Shengli,
so the value of Shengli in Xuanyuan World It is unthinkable.

The generous means like George Han who can give away Sheng Li casually, those
strong people can’t even imagine.



Huang Xiaoyong took over. Put it in your mouth, it is slightly sweet and has a lot
of water, just praise the fruit is delicious.

George Han exhorted: “Don’t let people know our relationship for the time being.
In front of outsiders, you still regard me as an enemy, and don’t show your feet.”

Huang Xiaoyong nodded repeatedly, treating George Han’s words as imperial
edicts.

“Okay. You go back to the city first.” George Han said.

“Master, you should go first. How can you be the apprentice first.” Huang
Xiaoyong said.

George Han kicked Huang Xiaoyong’s ass and said, “If you let you go, hurry up,
there is so much nonsense.”

Huang Xiaoyong rubbed his butt with pain on his face, and had to listen to George
Han’s words to take a step forward.

Looking at Huang Xiaoyong’s leaving back, George Han knew that this guy would
not be sincere to him easily, but he was confident. When Huang Xiaoyong woke up
early tomorrow morning, Huang Xiaoyong realized his strength and diligence. For
any strange heart, it would be useful for George Han to have such a chess piece in
Longyun City.

The news of Huang Xiaoyong’s return to the city spread to the three major families
in the first place.

“Miss, Huang Xiaoyong returned to the city, but George Han did not see a trace.
He is probably dead.” The maid ran to Chen Yanran’s room to inform her of the
incident.



Chen Yanran didn’t have any surprises on her face, but Huang Xiaoyong left the
city with more than a dozen Erdeng Realms, in this case. How could George Han
still survive?

“He didn’t listen to persuasion, no wonder others, and apparently, there seems to be
no big family behind him. Otherwise, he wouldn’t die in Huang Xiaoyong’s
hands.” Chen Yanran said.

“Miss, did this thing just pass?” the maid asked.

“Otherwise, do I still have to trouble Huang Xiaoyong because of this waste? It has
nothing to do with him whether he is dead or not. Anyway, I have achieved the
effect of using him. Even if he dies, I need to keep the spirit for three years. For
years, Huang Xiaoyong did not dare to harass me easily.” Chen Yanran said.

The maid nodded, and could only blame George Han for being too incompetent.
His death did not deserve anyone’s sympathy.

At the same time, the other two families also received news. The two heads of the
clan were very happy about the death of George Han, but soon, a basin of cold
water was poured again.

Not long after Huang Xiaoyong returned to the city, George Han also walked into
the city gate unharmed!
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“How is it possible, how could he come back alive!”

After Wang Patriarch learned the news, his face was shocked.

How much Huang Xiaoyong hates George Han, this is something everyone in
Basin City knows, his fascination with Chen Yanran can’t be extricated, since the



news that Chen Yanran is about to get married spread in Longyun City. Huang
Xiaoyong killed a lot of his own subordinates, how could he let George Han go?

“Is the news accurate? Will you admit the wrong person?” Patriarch Wang asked
the servant.

“Patriarch, he will never admit his mistake, it is indeed George Han.” The servant
said.

Family Master Wang took a deep breath and said, “What the hell is going on. How
could Huang Xiaoyong not kill him?”

At the same time, the Xie family is in the same situation.

When Patriarch Xie heard the news, he also believed that his subordinates had
admitted the wrong person. However, after repeated confirmation, it is indeed
George Han, which makes him confused.

“Patriarch, one thing is very strange.” The servant said to Patriarch Xie.

“It’s strange, hurry up.” Patriarch Xie said eagerly.

“Huang Xiaoyong was alone when he returned to the city, but when he left the city,
he brought with him more than a dozen masters of the Second Light Realm, and
those people have disappeared.” The servant said.

“Yes, what about those in the Second Light Realm?” Patriarch Xie asked in
confusion.

“Patriarch, will it…have been killed by George Han?” The subordinate guessed.

Patriarch Xie waved his big hand without hesitation, and said: “Impossible, how
could this trash kill more than ten Second Light Realm masters.”



“Could it be that going out of the city is just a cover, Huang Xiaoyong didn’t
intend to deal with George Han, but let those people do other things?” The
subordinate continued.

In this case. Patriarch Xie thinks it’s more credible, but what tricks can Huang
Xiaoyong, a simple-minded fellow, do?

“It seems likely that Huang Bingtian had some premeditated plan. This puppet has
long been aware of our dissatisfaction and might take the lead in dealing with us.”
After thinking about it, Patriarch Xie said with a serious face: “Recently
strengthened the guards in the courtyard. , A fly is not allowed to fly in.”

Chen Family Mansion.

When the latest news reached Chen Yanran’s ears, Chen Yanran’s eyes widened. In
her opinion, this situation was also very bizarre. As a client, she knew better than
anyone how much Huang Xiaoyong wanted her, and George Han For Huang
Xiaoyong, Qianjie was the first to make it. His hatred had penetrated into his bones
a long time ago. With such a great opportunity, he didn’t kill George Han, which is
really confusing.

“Miss, except for George Han’s safe return, all of the more than ten second-light
realm powerhouses Huang Xiaoyong brought have disappeared, as if the world had
evaporated.” The maid said to Chen Yanran.

Chen Yanran’s heartbeat suddenly accelerated. There seems to be only one
unbelievable explanation for this situation, and that is that George Han killed those
people.

But is it possible?

This waste, is it really possible to kill more than ten second-light realm masters?



suddenly. Chen Yanran thought about the bizarre departure of the Four Light
Realm master, could it be said that what George Han said before was true. He
really killed the Four Light Realm masters.

Unconsciously, Chen Yanran’s breathing became hurried. If this is the case, for the
Chen family, she has found a treasure.

But in the absence of any conclusive evidence, Chen Yanran would not blindly
believe it because of her guess.

“Miss. George Han is back.” Another maid rushed into Chen Yanran’s room and
said.

Chen Yanran immediately got up and walked outside the door.

George Han returned to the room, and just as he was about to lie down and rest for
a while, Chen Yanran came.

This was not surprising to George Han, even he had already guessed it.

“What’s the important thing to come to me in such a hurry?” George Han asked.

“How did you come back alive?” Chen Yanran asked.

“Chen Yanran. How can I say it’s your ostensible husband, do you want me to die
so much?” George Han smiled.

“Huang Xiaoyong took more than a dozen second-light realm masters out of town.
In this case, how can you survive?” Chen Yanran continued. She was very strong
and wanted to get the answer she wanted instead of answering George Han.
Thousands of questions.



“Huang Xiaoyong, the son of the city lord, I haven’t seen him, is he going to kill
me?” George Han said pretendingly.

Chen Yanran’s eyes condensed, George Han was pretending to be stupid, and
Huang Xiaoyong wanted to kill him. How could he not know? And this matter, the
maid also warned him when he left the Chen family mansion, but now he
pretended that he didn’t know anything. How can Chen Yanran believe it.

“George Han, don’t think of me as a fool.” Chen Yanran was full of anger, already
on the verge of an explosion.

But George Han still looked like a fool. Said: “You also know that if I meet Huang
Xiaoyong, I will definitely die. Since I can come back alive. It means that Huang
Xiaoyong didn’t bother me at all. Chen Yanran, you are so smart, don’t you even
figure this out?”

The two went out of the city one after another, and Huang Xiaoyong didn’t meet
George Han. How could this be possible?

Chen Yanran is naturally not stupid, that’s why she thinks this matter is strange,
and something unknown must have happened in it.

“You, killed those masters of the Second Light Realm?” Chen Yanran finally asked
her most concerned question. This was her main purpose for coming to George
Han.

If George Han really has this ability, then her plan for George Han needs to make a
comprehensive change.

Although she would not have a love for George Han, if the Chen family could have
such a strong person, it would be unimaginable for Chen Yanran.



George Han chuckled and said, “Chen Yanran, if I remember correctly, I am just a
trash in your heart. You would think that I killed more than ten Second Light
Realm masters? If you want to think so. , Of course I am willing to accept this
honor, and even you can believe that I killed the powerhouse of the Four Lights
Realm.”

Chen Yanran gritted her teeth, George Han’s remarks were ambiguous, and it was
not an answer to her question at all.

“George Han, no matter who you are, I will find out your details sooner or later.”
Chen Yanran left these words and turned away angrily.

George Han smiled indifferently, this woman has an extremely strong personality,
and she will definitely do everything she says.

But George Han was not worried at all. For Xuanyuan World, his history was
blank. No matter what methods Chen Yanran used, it was impossible to find out
the identity of a person who appeared out of thin air.

“It looks good, it’s a pity that it’s a far cry from the gentle Amelia.” George Han
sighed to himself, and couldn’t help thinking of Amelia Su and Han Nian again.
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Chen Yanran didn’t get the answer she wanted. She was so angry that she could not
wait to get George Han cramped. The maid hurriedly followed by her side
carefully, and said to Chen Yanran: “Miss, the lord is going to return home
tomorrow. Mood.”

Chen Yanran wanted to calm down, but her heart was unable to calm down at all.

George Han lives in the Chen family mansion. And as Miss Chen’s family, she
couldn’t even deal with such a trash, how to calm her anger in her heart.



“Miss, how about waiting for the young master to come back and let him test
George Han?” the maid suggested.

Chen Yanran has an older brother named Chen Tiexin, who is in the Second Light
Realm, although his strength is not outstanding. However, his love for Chen
Yanran is unmatched, and Chen Tiexin has made a lot of contributions to Huang
Xiaoyong’s failure in these years.

This time Chen Yanran married, Chen Tiexin was very resistant. But when he
thought of using a waste to stop Huang Xiaoyong, he could only accept reality.

In Chen Tiexin’s heart, George Han is a dispensable character and will be thrown
out of the Chen family mansion at any time.

Chen Yanran thought for a while, nodded and said: “You are a good method. With
the strength of your brother, you should be able to detect him.”

The next day, the Chen family mansion was decorated with lights and festoons, and
George Han looked at the busy servants, thinking it was Chinese New Year.

“What’s going on, what are you busy with?” George Han asked casually, arresting
a servant.

The subordinate glanced at George Han impatiently, and said: “Let go of me,
things that have nothing to do with you, what do you care about.”

George Han shrugged helplessly, thinking that when he was in the Han family
compound before, the subordinates did not put him in their eyes. Unexpectedly,
when he came to Xuanyuan World, the subordinates here would be the same.

“My buddy, I am not curious, you will reveal it. Otherwise, I won’t let go.” George
Han said.



The servant still has important things to do. If he delays, he can’t bear the
consequences. He can only say: “Today the master and the elder are going home,
the whole government is preparing.”

George Han got the answer he wanted and let go.

George Han knew about the connections of the Chen family. Chen Yanran’s father
Chen Yuanhai and his brother Chen Tiexin.

For so many years, Chen Yuanhai’s energy has been focused on finding a master
for Chen Tiexin, hoping to find a strong master for Chen Tiexin, so that Chen
Tiexin can make a breakthrough in strength, and the other trivial matters of the
Chen family are all left to Chen Yanran dealt with it.

It is a pity that Chen Tiexin has not been successful in apprenticeship for so many
years, and he has never even seen a real master.

But even so, Chen Yuanhai didn’t give up, because under the imperial court of
Xuanyuan World, he wanted to truly stand out. You must have strong strength, just
a little money in the clan will not help at all.

Chen Yuanhai has great ambitions. He doesn’t want the Chen family to stay in a
small place like Longyun City all his life. He hopes that the generals under the
imperial court will have the position of his Chen family.

Chen Yanran was waiting at the gate of the mansion early in the morning. After a
long time, the carriage appeared, and Chen Yanran ran over impatiently.

A middle-aged man walked down from the carriage with a beard and looked very
masculine. He was Chen Tiexin.

“Brother, you can be regarded as coming back.” Chen Yanran said with a
coquettish expression holding Chen Tiexin’s arm.



Chen Tiexin smiled and said, “I’ve only been away for half a year, do you miss me
that way?”

“Of course.” Chen Yanran muttered and said with a natural look.

Only in front of Chen Tiexin can Chen Yanran behave like a real woman. I have to
say that she is especially charming at this time.

“Okay, go home first.” Chen Tiexin said.

“Brother. He is already awake.” Chen Yanran said.

Chen Tiexin frowned, he naturally knew who Chen Yanran said he was.

“Isn’t that I’ll never wake up? He didn’t do anything to you, right.” Chen Tiexin
had a solemn expression. It seemed that as long as George Han did something to
Chen Yanran, he would break George Han’s body into pieces.

“Of course not, but something happened recently, I want to tell you.” Chen Yanran
said.

Chen Tiexin nodded.

At this time, a sour voice sounded. Said: “Some people want brothers and don’t
want my old father. It’s really sad in old age.”

Chen Yanran stuck out her tongue and quickly walked to Chen Yuanhai’s side and
said, “Old father, why would I not want you? My daughter hopes for the stars and
the moon every day to wait for you to come back.”

“If it weren’t for your sweet mouth, I wouldn’t forgive you today.” Chen Yuanhai
laughed loudly.



The three returned to the Chen family residence. Chen Yanran told Chen Yuanhai
and Chen Tiexin about the recent events.

Regarding the bizarre disappearance of the four-light realm masters and the
evaporation of more than a dozen second-light realm masters, both of them
expressed great doubts.

The Second Light Realm is not uncommon in Longyun City. Chen Tiexin also
possesses this kind of strength, but the Four Light Realm is not everywhere.

“Sister, do you mean that the disappearance of these people is related to that guy
named George Han?” Chen Tiexin asked.

“Although I don’t quite believe it, but these two things involve him, there must be
some secrets in this.” Chen Yanran said, she can’t conclude that these people were
killed by George Han, and she doesn’t believe it, but since Something is involved,
then there must be some reason hidden in it.

“This kind of waste that has been in a coma for a long time can be the opponent of
the Four Lights Realm, and even killed the Four Lights Realm. It is impossible to
think about it.” Chen Yuanhai frowned, obviously feeling that Chen Yanran’s guess
was too reckless.

“Dad, there is only one way to prove it.” After speaking, Chen Yanran looked at
Chen Tiexin.

Chen Tiexin instantly understood what Chen Yanran meant. Asked: “You want me
to take action to test his strength?”

“Not bad.” Chen Yanran said.

“Where is the person, I will find him right away.” Chen Tiexin said.



“Brother, don’t worry. By surprise, you can achieve the best results. If you
challenge head-on, he can completely hide his strength.” Chen Yanran said.

Chen Tiexin nodded and said, “That’s right. Only a surprise shot can make him
react subconsciously. In this case, I will look for another opportunity tomorrow.”

“Are there any gains from this trip?” Chen Yanran asked.

The father and son Chen Tiexin couldn’t help sighing, let alone the gain, they
didn’t even see the shadow of a strong man.

Chen Yuanhai wanted to find a powerhouse in the Seven Lights realm for Chen
Tiexin as his master, but the difficulty was as high as the sky.

“Not yet, but I will not give up.” Chen Tiexin said.

“Brother, don’t worry, I don’t have it right now, it’s just that there is no fate. I
believe you can definitely find a satisfactory master.” Chen Yanran said.
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Early the next morning.

City Lord’s Mansion.

The moment Huang Xiaoyong opened his eyes, his expression was dull, as if he
was plunged into endless shock.

Looking at his own natal creature, burning four clusters of sparks, this is a
manifestation of the Four Lights Realm.

In Xuanyuan World, everyone has their own destiny, and the manifestation of
realm will appear on the destiny.



Huang Xiaoyong’s destiny is a broadsword. As early as when he was a child, this
broad knife was by his side. Although his realm has not been high for a long time,
but the use of this broad knife has long been a unified sword.

“Break through the two realms overnight.” Huang Xiaoyong muttered to himself
dumbly, some of whom couldn’t believe what he saw.

Three years ago, Huang Xiaoyong reached the Second Light Realm. Since then,
there has been no breakthrough, and this is also a cut that many people can’t pass.

There are more than a dozen of the Second Light Realm in the City Lord’s
Mansion, almost all of them are hopeless people who cross the border. Huang
Xiaoyong thought that he would stay in the Second Light Realm forever.

But he never expected it. Breaking through two realms in one night, this kind of
extraordinary thing would happen to him.

Suddenly, Huang Xiaoyong knelt on his knees.

“Master, Huang Xiaoyong will always be by your side in this life.” After saying
this, Huang Xiaoyong bowed piously.

Since being accepted as an apprentice by George Han yesterday, Huang Xiaoyong
did not really regard George Han as his master. For him, before he got real
benefits, it was enough to face George Han with a hypocritical face. , After all, he
didn’t even know what realm George Han was, how could he treat him sincerely.

But now, Huang Xiaoyong deeply realizes how powerful George Han is.

A red fruit actually made him break through two realms in a row, which shows that
George Han’s strength has reached an unimaginable realm.

Such a person is enough for Huang Xiaoyong to treat him with sincerity.



Chen Family Mansion.

George Han woke up in the morning and sneezed inexplicably. It seemed that
someone was talking about him.

“Huang Xiaoyong, this chess piece, should have been made. Next. I have to let this
guy help me find Yingying.” George Han said to himself, after a night, the energy
of Hongguo must have been exerted. , And Huang Xiaoyong, who felt that his
realm had improved, would not have any dissatisfaction with him. This is
something George Han can be sure of.

Dressing and washing, George Han noticed that someone was stalking himself
behind him shortly after he left the house.

This is still in the Chen family compound, why would anyone follow him?

George Han, who frowned slightly, quickly relaxed his vigilance. With his level of
intelligence, he could naturally guess that the person following Chen Yanran might
have come to test him.

After all, Chen Yanran didn’t get the answer she wanted yesterday, and with her
character, she would definitely not give up easily.

At this moment, the person suddenly shot, George Han suppressed his desire to
fight back, and continued to move forward without knowing anything.

Suddenly, a powerful force came from his back, which directly knocked George
Han into the air. During the flight, George Han spewed a bloody mist in the air.

Chen Tiexin sneered for a while and walked to George Han. Looking at George
Han with a condescending posture, he said, “My sister thought you were a master
at all. I don’t have any vigilance at all. I think you are a complete trash.”



George Han gritted his teeth, pretending to be angry and asked: “Who are you and
why should you beat me?”

Chen Tiexin squatted down and grabbed George Han’s hair, forcing George Han to
look up at him, and said, “Remember my name, Chen Tiexin, Chen Yanran’s
brother. As for why I should beat you, why should I beat you like this? Waste, do
you still need a reason?”

After speaking, Chen Tiexin loosened George Han’s hair, stood up and walked
away.

George Han spit out blood. His injury is just an illusion. Isn’t it ridiculous that a
punch from the Second Light Realm wants to hurt him?

However, the effect George Han wanted had been achieved, Chen Tiexin at this
time. I have fully believed that he is a waste.

Wiping the blood from the corners of his mouth, George Han stood up and walked
out of the Chen family mansion.

There was still Huang Xiaoyong’s eyeliner outside the door. As soon as George
Han left the Chen family, Huang Xiaoyong received the news, and then quickly left
the City Lord’s Mansion.

George Han walked towards the outskirts, Huang Xiaoyong left by another city
gate, and the two met in a clear place.

Meet the first time. Huang Xiaoyong knelt in front of George Han with the utmost
sincerity, and called out sincerely: “Master.”

“In the future, when you meet me, you don’t need to give such a big gift, get up.”
George Han said lightly.



“Thank you, Master.” Huang Xiaoyong walked behind George Han. At this time,
all his previous hatred was turned into admiration.

Breaking through the two realms overnight, no one would believe this kind of
thing, but Huang Xiaoyong did it. So he can deeply understand how powerful
George Han is.

“How about it, have you broken the boundary?” George Han asked.

“Master, break through two realms in one night, now I am in the four lights realm.”
Huang Xiaoyong said excitedly.

The effect of this red fruit is really extraordinary, it can make Huang Xiaoyong
break through the two realms, and this is the effect that has just been manifested at
the beginning. In the future, the improvement of Huang Xiaoyong’s realm will be
smoother because of the effect of the red fruit.

“Although it’s not as good as my ideal effect, it’s still pretty good. The Four Lights
Realm is already a top master in Longyun City.” George Han said lightly.

“Yes, it is very difficult to see the Four Lights Realm in Longyun City. I have such
a realm, and almost no one can stop it in Longyun City, of course. Except for
Master.” Huang Xiaoyong said.

George Han had never understood how the realm of Xuanyuan World was
reflected, but this question should be well known to the people in Xuanyuan World,
so if he asked this question. It will inevitably cause the suspicion of others.

However, with Huang Xiaoyong’s current loyalty to him, even if there is suspicion,
it shouldn’t be a big problem.



“I have been in retreat for many years and don’t ask about world affairs. I have
forgotten how this distinction is manifested. You can explain it to the teacher.”
George Han said.

Although Huang Xiaoyong felt strange, he didn’t think much about it. He took out
his broad knife and said, “Master, every cultivator has his own destiny, and the
manifestation of realm is above the destiny.”

While speaking, the broad knife throbbed four blue flames.

“If the destiny is destroyed, what will happen?” George Han asked in confusion.

“If there is no destiny and the realm is completely destroyed, it is equivalent to a
useless person, but in Xuanyuan world, destroying the destiny will cause anger,
and most people will not do this.” Huang Xiaoyong said.

George Han nodded. It seemed that Xuanyuan World still had a lot of rules he
didn’t understand, so he could slowly learn more about it later.

“What if there is no natal thing?” George Han continued to ask.
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Huang Xiaoyong was stunned for a moment, then laughed, and said, “Master, what
are you kidding? How could a cultivator not have his life?”

“It’s totally impossible?” George Han asked in confusion, because he himself had
no zombies, even though he was not a native of Xuanyuan World. Perhaps the
cultivation conditions are different from them.

“Master.” Huang Xiaoyong breathed suddenly, and said: “Could it be that you
don’t have a life item? I have heard that once you reach the realm of the master,
you no longer need a life item.”



Huang Xiaoyong’s eyes became more and more horrified. If Master really doesn’t
have a destiny, has he reached the realm of a master?

This is the ultimate realm, the entire Xuanyuan world. There are only three masters
in the legend.

For Huang Xiaoyong, he had been fortunate enough to meet a powerhouse in the
Seven Lights Realm, who was already a top expert, he didn’t expect it.
Unexpectedly, I could still see the Jishi in this life!

George Han didn’t know what realm he was, because he had no natal thing to
embody, but the top realm of Jishi should not be reachable by his current strength.

“Do me a favor, can you find a great painter?” George Han stopped the topic of
realm, but in Huang Xiaoyong’s heart, he already regarded George Han as a strong
master in the realm of master.

“Yes.” Huang Xiaoyong replied without even thinking about it. No matter what
George Han asked, he would help George Han to satisfy him, because he was
standing in front of him, and as his apprentice, how could he Stuck by this little
thing?

“Okay, bring him to meet here tomorrow, and bring pen and ink.” George Han said.

“Yes.” Huang Xiaoyong replied.

“Nothing else, I’ll leave first. Remember, we can’t let anyone know what we met.”
George Han reminded.

Huang Xiaoyong nodded repeatedly, even if it was his father, he would never
reveal a word.



Huang Xiaoyong knows. His achievements will be determined by George Han.
What height he can reach, George Han is the most important factor, so he will
never do anything that makes George Han unhappy.

Seeing George Han walking further away, Huang Xiaoyong said excitedly to
himself: “I didn’t expect Huang Xiaoyong to be so honored in this life to be the
apprentice of the master, father, you want me to be the lord of the city. , And now,
the city lord is nothing more than a dispensable identity to me. Following the
master, one day, I will step into the imperial court!”

Chen’s mansion, Chen Tiexin, who had tried George Han and found Chen Yanran,
explained his surprise attack. Chen Tiexin’s attitude was very obvious. He thought
that George Han was a waste, not what Chen Yanran had guessed.

A man who was severely injured by his punch. How could it be possible to kill
more than a dozen powerful men in the Second Light Realm and one Four Light
Realm.

Chen Yanran frowned slightly after hearing the words. Although she also felt that
the possibility was very low, but these strong men disappeared inexplicably, but
they could not provide any explanation.

“Since George Han is not capable of this, how did those people disappear without a
trace?” Chen Yanran wondered.

Chen Tiexin didn’t like to use his brain to guess these meaningless things, and said:
“Sister, why bother with these things, maybe it’s just his luck.”

Chen Yanran would not think so simply, and even if he was lucky, he still had to be
able to explain the logic of the matter. But now, there are no factors. Just say that
George Han is lucky. How can it be reflected? ?



“Brother, the hunting conference is about to begin soon, do you want to
participate?” Chen Yanran said.

“Of course. This time I came back early, just for the hunting convention. If you can
become a beast control master, it is also a way to get ahead.” Chen Tiexin said.

Chen Yanran nodded. The master of the beast control is also a very precious talent
for the imperial court. Chen Tiexin cannot worship the strong as his teacher. This is
another shortcut to enter the imperial court.

“I want George Han to also participate.” Chen Yanran said.

“Do you still think he is hiding his strength?” Chen Tiexin couldn’t help rolling his
eyes. He naturally knew why Chen Yanran did this, but in his opinion, it was
completely unnecessary. George Han’s strength was already Now that it’s in front
of you, why bother?

“In addition to testing him. In fact, I have another purpose to make him die.” Chen
Yanran said.

Chen Tiexin thought for a while, and then he realized it with a smile, and said with
a smile: “Sister, in fact, it doesn’t need to be so troublesome. My brother can make
him die now.”

Chen Yanran shook her head and said, “Brother. I know you are great. Killing him
is easy, but I am more qualified to guard him for three years when he died in a
hunting beast meeting.”

“Okay, as long as you are happy, you can do anything, but this waste, don’t let him
go around in the yard in the future, I don’t want to see him.” Chen Tiexin said.

Chen Yanran nodded, why is she not like this? A trash dangling in front of her eyes
will also affect her mood.



The next day, George Han and Huang Xiaoyong met in the same place, with an
elderly man.

“Master, this is the top painter in Longyun City. If you have any requirements, just
ask him.” Huang Xiaoyong said to George Han.

The old man buried his head. From the beginning to the end, he didn’t look at
George Han. Although he was a little surprised about Huang Xiaoyong calling
George Han master, he also hid it well.

The old man is very smart. If you want to survive, you must not be nosy.

George Han nodded and said to the old man: “Master, I want you to draw a portrait
for me. I will tell you what she looks like. Can you write a pen?”

“As long as the young man’s narration is accurate, the old student will not
disappoint the young man.” said the old man.

Next. It was the cooperation of George Han and the old man.

Having been in contact with Jiang Yingying for such a long time, her appearance
has been portrayed in George Han’s mind, so his narration has caught almost every
key point.

The old man’s techniques were also quite sophisticated. A finished portrait was
completed in less than an hour, and the similarity reached more than 90%, which
made George Han very satisfied.

After stopping the writing, the old man asked George Han: “Little sir, I don’t know
what Lao Sheng’s works can satisfy you?”



George Han held the portrait. Although it was not as fully presented as the photo, it
was not easy to paint to this level. He repeatedly said: “Satisfied, very satisfied. I
didn’t expect the old man to paint so well.”

The old man smiled faintly and said: “It’s good to satisfy you. It seems that the life
of the old student is saved.”

Huang Xiaoyong glanced at George Han. To keep the relationship between the two
of them secret, it would be best to kill the old man, but George Han shook his head.

Chapter 870

Asking people for help and killing people, George Han can’t do this kind of wicked
thing.

“Old sir, please keep the matter a secret for today.” George Han said to the old
man.

The old man nodded and said, “This is natural. I didn’t look at the little man from
beginning to end, just to survive. Thank you for not killing him.”

“Let’s go, pay today, and I will send Huang Xiaoyong to the house.” George Han
said.

The old man clasped his fists in both hands, bowed deeply, and then turned to
leave.

Since George Han didn’t kill, Huang Xiaoyong wouldn’t point fingers at this
matter. Looking at the painting in George Han’s hand, Huang Xiaoyong couldn’t
help saying: “Master. The beautiful woman in this painting is Master’s dream. The
lover?”



George Han glared at Huang Xiaoyong, and said, “This is my lost sister, you take
this portrait. Tell the people below to help me find her.”

“It turned out to be Master’s sister. No wonder she is so talented. Don’t worry, I
will help you find her.” Huang Xiaoyong said.

This guy’s ability to slap horses is pretty good, but this kind of rainbow fart is not
useful to George Han, and said: “You have to show your true ability to do things,
not with a mouth.”

“As long as she is in Longyun City, I will definitely be able to find her, but Master,
if your sister is not in Longyun City, I can’t help it.” Huang Xiaoyong said, in
Longyun City, he can have subordinates who can use it, but After leaving Longyun
City, his identity could not be reflected.

“Save this manuscript for me, and find some painters to copy it. If Long Basin City
can’t find her, I should leave here as soon as possible.” George Han said.

Staying in Longyun City is to get acquainted with the Xuanyuan World, but just
staying in Longyun City cannot understand everything. And it was confirmed that
Jiang Yingying was not in Longyun City, and George Han’s stay would not make
much sense.

Hearing that George Han was about to leave Longyun City, Huang Xiaoyong
suddenly became nervous and said quickly: “Master, I want to serve you for life.”

George Han smiled faintly and said, “Don’t worry, if I leave, I will definitely take
you with me.”

Huang Xiaoyong is more familiar with Xuanyuan World than George Han. Taking
him with him is like a tour guide. George Han is really going to leave and will not
leave Huang Xiaoyong behind.



“Thank you Master, thank you Master.” Huang Xiaoyong said with a smile.

“By the way, are you going to participate in the hunting conference in a few days?”
George Han asked.

“Yes, this is a grand event. Every cultivator is not willing to miss it. If there is a
chance to tame a different animal and become a beast master, this is the fastest way
to enter the imperial court.” Huang Xiaoyong said.

“Is the Beast Master very good?” George Han asked in confusion.

“The beast control master is very rare in the entire Xuanyuan world. Being able to
control a different beast can get the imperial court’s attention. It is not how
powerful the beast control is, but because there are few, it appears precious.”
Huang Xiaoyong explained Tao.

George Han nodded, and subconsciously touched his arm. This red-eyed jade
python didn’t know what level it was among the alien beasts. According to his
situation, he can now be called a beast master. Right.

“What is the most powerful animal?” George Han asked curiously.

“Master, this time the Beast Hunting Conference is held in the Longyan Mountain
Range. The strange beasts there are all relatively junior. I heard that the most
powerful are only three-star strange beasts. If you want to see the most powerful
beast, you have to go. Dark Forest. At the junction of the Three Kingdoms, I heard
that there are only nine-star monsters in the Dark Forest.” Huang Xiaoyong said.

Hearing what Huang Xiaoyong said, George Han probably understood the level of
the alien beast, based on the star rating. I don’t know what star the little white
snake on his arm is.

“Nine-star monsters, which ones have you heard of?” George Han asked curiously.



“Legend has it that someone once conquered a red-eyed jade python. It was a
nine-star alien beast, and it was the most powerful among the nine-stars.” Huang
Xiaoyong said.

George Han looked surprised.

The red-eyed jade python is actually a nine-star alien beast!

Is the little guy on his arm really so powerful?

“You mean. The red-eyed jade python is the strongest?” George Han asked.

“There are also ten-star alien beasts in the legend, but this is just a legend, and no
one has really seen it. Master, if you want to know, you can only go to the Dark
Forest. However, the three countries have no diplomatic relations and cannot
communicate with each other. The expert bumped into it. It will be a big battle, but
with the master’s ability, I am definitely not afraid of those people.” Huang
Xiaoyong smiled.

“Okay, stop flattering, go back and let people copy the portrait, and start looking
for someone immediately.” George Han said.

Huang Xiaoyong nodded repeatedly and walked away with the portrait.

After Huang Xiaoyong walked away, George Han raised his cuffs, and the little
white snake spit out a red letter with an air of arrogance.

“You little thing, really a nine-star alien?” George Han said in a puzzled manner.
He really couldn’t see what was so good about this little guy. He couldn’t find
anything special except for sleeping all day.

Little White Snake opened her mouth, revealing her sharp fangs, as if showing her
power to George Han.



George Han flicked his magical powers. He flicked on the head of the little white
snake and said: “Spread your teeth and claws, frighten me?”

Little white snake looked aggrieved and put away her fangs. Even Hongxin didn’t
dare to vomit.

George Han lowered his cuffs and said to himself: “Dark Forest, it seems that if
there is a chance in the future, he must go there. But this Xuanyuan world is really
strange. The three countries have no diplomatic relations, and they can’t even
communicate with each other. Great war. What happened again?”

With doubts, George Han returned to the Chen family mansion, and ran into Chen
Tiexin who was planning to go out.

When Chen Tiexin saw George Han, he had an impatient expression on his face,
and he scolded George Han: “Trash, stay in your room from now on, don’t walk
around, lest my eyes get dirty, otherwise, don’t blame me. You’re welcome.”

George Han smiled indifferently, this Chen Tiexin was not very strong, but his
temper was quite big. He was just a second light stage, so arrogant and
domineering.

The two passed by, and George Han did not reply, which made Chen Tiexin
dissatisfied. When he was about to teach George Han, Chen Yanran appeared.

“Where have you been, is the Chen family a place where you enter and leave at
will?” Chen Yanran scolded George Han.

“Then I move out, what do you think?” George Han replied.

Chen Yanran still needs George Han as a shield. If George Han moved out of
Chen’s house, wouldn’t it be a waste of people? Naturally, she didn’t want to hear
such rumors.



“Starting from today, you can’t go anywhere, just stay in your own room. Starting
from the hunting conference, you will be my guard.” Chen Yanran said.

“Is it a guard or a dead man?” George Han asked with a smile.


